1 Introduction {#section1-0023830919880206}
==============

There are different views about the link that exists between the processes of perception and production in the human cognitive system. This paper investigates the link between the speech perception and production systems in the context of sound change in progress, and presents evidence for the view that perception and production are intrinsically linked, and that any changes in production are accompanied by changes in perception, and the other way around. The case of sound change is particularly informative, since the individual production and perception systems are together involved in a process with a start and an end point. The production and perception studies of the current paper are conducted on the same pool of participants stratified for region, reflecting different stages of change in progress, allowing the investigation of the link between production and perception at both the group and individual levels.

Motor Theory ([@bibr61-0023830919880206]; [@bibr62-0023830919880206]; [@bibr63-0023830919880206]; [@bibr64-0023830919880206]) and Direct-Perception Theory ([@bibr22-0023830919880206]; [@bibr33-0023830919880206]) are examples of theories positing a clear link between speech production and perception. Motor Theory argued that adults perceive speech by making reference to their own articulation. They decode the speech signal by recovering the movements that have produced it. In the same way, Direct-Perception Theory suggested that listeners directly perceive the gestures or productions of the speaker. Within the framework of exemplar-based theories (e.g., [@bibr31-0023830919880206], [@bibr32-0023830919880206]; [@bibr43-0023830919880206]; [@bibr51-0023830919880206]; [@bibr77-0023830919880206], [@bibr78-0023830919880206], [@bibr79-0023830919880206]; [@bibr83-0023830919880206]) some scholars supported the idea that representations for speech perception and speech production might be intrinsically different. Speech perception is highly malleable and this great malleability is shown to be essential for comprehension (e.g., [@bibr94-0023830919880206]). Production, on the contrary, is less flexible. Listeners may perfectly understand and process variants they cannot produce themselves ([@bibr96-0023830919880206]). [@bibr27-0023830919880206] proposed a dual representation model in which perception and production are based on different sets of exemplars. Since the space of familiar exemplars for speech perception is necessarily larger and more diverse than the space of exemplars used in speech production, they distinguished between the two, proposing one phonetic space for listening and another one for speaking. In the current study, we assume, as in the abovementioned frameworks, that the perception of phonetic contrasts necessarily includes some degree of categoricalness, even if the contrasts are inherently gradient.

To date, quite a number of studies have investigated the link between perception and production. These studies differ substantially in their methodological approach. Some studies investigated whether adults exhibit a perceptual preference for phonetic tokens comparable to those they typically produce (e.g., [@bibr42-0023830919880206]; [@bibr57-0023830919880206]). Others look at the relationship between listeners' judgments on category goodness and their own production (e.g., [@bibr18-0023830919880206]; [@bibr25-0023830919880206]; [@bibr52-0023830919880206]; [@bibr70-0023830919880206]; [@bibr71-0023830919880206], [@bibr72-0023830919880206]). An alternative type of evidence comes from studies showing that different groups of speakers employ different articulatory strategies in achieving the same phonological goals (e.g., [@bibr8-0023830919880206]; [@bibr20-0023830919880206]; [@bibr23-0023830919880206]).

The results of these studies often seem to be contradictory. Some studies found evidence in favor of a clear link between production and perception (e.g., [@bibr8-0023830919880206]; [@bibr19-0023830919880206]; [@bibr23-0023830919880206]; [@bibr24-0023830919880206]; [@bibr41-0023830919880206]; [@bibr48-0023830919880206]; [@bibr54-0023830919880206]; [@bibr57-0023830919880206]; [@bibr76-0023830919880206]), whereas other studies showed evidence for a link exclusively at a very abstract level ([@bibr68-0023830919880206]) or even no link at all between perception and production ([@bibr2-0023830919880206]; [@bibr5-0023830919880206]; [@bibr34-0023830919880206]; [@bibr35-0023830919880206]; [@bibr75-0023830919880206]). [@bibr8-0023830919880206] demonstrated that differences in production strategies for the /i/ vowel were significantly correlated with differences in perception. Looking at coarticulation, [@bibr41-0023830919880206] and [@bibr57-0023830919880206] found that speakers who produced vowels with fewer coarticulatory influences also perceptually adjusted less for these influences. [@bibr76-0023830919880206] found that speakers who articulated phonemically contrasting vowels more distinctly also showed a greater ability to distinguish vowel contrasts. Besides evidence for the hyperspace effect (see [@bibr52-0023830919880206]), [@bibr72-0023830919880206] also found significant, though weak, correlations between listeners' perceptual prototypes and their average voice onset times (VOT) for English stop consonants. Listeners who selected as a perceptual prototype a stop consonant with a longer VOT were likely to show longer VOTs in their production of the same consonants. In contrast to this evidence for a direct link, [@bibr5-0023830919880206] tested correlations between production and perception measures of English initial stops and found no correlation between average VOTs produced in voiced and voiceless consonants and listeners' perceptual category boundaries for these consonants. Similarly, [@bibr2-0023830919880206] and [@bibr25-0023830919880206] found no correlation between performance on production and perception tasks for English glides and the English /i/ vowel respectively. [@bibr34-0023830919880206] showed that participants who produce more extensive coarticulation do not perceive differences between coarticulated variants more accurately. Exploring to what degree a speaker's own productive system mirrors or interacts with his/her perceptual system appears to be complex.

This paper reports on two studies that tackle the question of the existence of a link between speech perception and production in the specific context of sound change in progress. Only a small number of studies examined the link between production and perception in sound change. In this type of research, most researchers used the apparent time construct: different age groups reflecting the stages of change. [@bibr7-0023830919880206] investigated whether speakers of Afrikaans who produce more innovative variants also weight this innovative property more heavily in perception. They tested two age groups of Afrikaans-speaking women and found a weak correlation (*r* = .27, *p* = .01) between production and perception of these variants. [@bibr24-0023830919880206] and [@bibr54-0023830919880206] looked at vowel changes in the frame of the American English Southern Vowel Shift (SVS) and Northern Cities Shift (NCS) by comparing regions instead of age groups. They acoustically analyzed participants' vowel productions and compared them to the same speakers' performance on the vowel identification task. Results showed that both regional affiliation and individual participation in regional shifts in production play a role in perception, indicating a clear relationship between the two processes. The current studies also tap into regional variation in order to look at perception and production during sound change.

In this paper we investigate two sound changes in consonantal contrasts. Until now, studies of this type have largely focused on vowels---often involved in chain shifts---and it is unclear whether the same kind of link can be found in consonantal contrasts. Furthermore, the perception of most consonants has been shown to be more categorical than the perception of vowels (e.g., [@bibr26-0023830919880206]; [@bibr84-0023830919880206]; [@bibr86-0023830919880206]), which makes them particularly interesting in a study of the link between perception and production. We will seek an answer to the following question:

1.  RQ 1: How do patterns of variation and change in speech production relate to speech perception?

In the case of evidence for a clear relationship between perception and production, it is important to investigate whether the two processes change simultaneously and which of the two processes takes the lead in the change. [@bibr74-0023830919880206] argued that misperception is an important source for the origin of language change. [@bibr42-0023830919880206] and [@bibr57-0023830919880206] have also put forward the idea that in sound change, alternations in speech perception precede alternations in production. The reasoning is that the first step towards adopting a new form must be to perceive it. In this way, the language user first incorporates the new form in his/her perception and only later, if at all, the speaker will start to use the form in production. [@bibr42-0023830919880206] and [@bibr57-0023830919880206] even implied a causal relation between changes in perception and changes in production: "During a sound change in progress, the association between the perception and production of coarticulation passes through an unstable state during which the two modalities are out of alignment and in which changes to the coarticulatory relationships in perception lead those in production" ([@bibr57-0023830919880206]: 401). However, others argued for the opposite process: alternations of speech production precede alternations in perception. [@bibr48-0023830919880206] found in a study of vowel change in Swedish that change in production precedes change in perception: "What seems to be clear is that, for an individual in a situation of change, perception seems to lag behind production. The old pattern of perception is still needed, even if one's own production is changed" ([@bibr48-0023830919880206]: 31). Some researchers also suggested that speech perception is not always affected in the case of a change in production ([@bibr19-0023830919880206]; [@bibr58-0023830919880206]). Listeners might also use phonetic cues in perception that they do not use in their own production, but that are used by other speakers in the community ([@bibr44-0023830919880206]; [@bibr96-0023830919880206]). Faced with these contradictory conclusions, we try to find additional evidence in order to answer the question:

1.  RQ 2: Does change in speech perception precede or follow change in speech production?

These research questions are investigated in two studies: Study 1 focuses on speech production patterns (reported in section 3) and Study 2 focuses on speech perception (reported in section 4). In section 5, the insights of Study 1 and 2 are combined in order to obtain insight into the relationship between perception and production.

2 Methodology {#section2-0023830919880206}
=============

To be able to answer our research questions, a language variety needs to be selected that displays changes in progress from the incipient phase to (nearly) full completion. Two variables from standard Dutch were chosen: the devoicing of the voiced labiodental fricative in word onset position (v) and the devoicing of the voiced bilabial stop in word onset position (b). The former one is a sound change in an advanced phase, showing regional variation in standard Dutch, and passing well above the level of consciousness in some parts of the language area, but not (yet) in others. The second one is an only recently observed variation pattern in the standard Dutch language that might be an incipient change (i.e., beginning phase of a change in progress). The language situation in the Dutch language area is explained in section 2.1 and the variables are described in section 2.2. Two cross-sectional studies were designed with a group level represented by five different regions and an individual level represented by 100 participants nested under these five regions. The regions represent different stages of the two sound changes in progress. The regions are described in section 2.3 and the participants in section 2.4.

2.1 Standard Dutch {#section3-0023830919880206}
------------------

Dutch is an official language in the Netherlands, Belgium and Surinam. In this paper we focus on the endogenous language area in the Low Countries, and leave Dutch as spoken in the former Dutch colonies out of consideration. The variety of Dutch spoken in Flanders (the northern part of Belgium) is often labeled as Flemish, but in 1974 it was settled in a decree that Dutch is the name of the language spoken in Flanders. Already since the second half of the 19th century, the standardization policy towards the local varieties spoken in Flanders was one of integration with Dutch as spoken and written in the Netherlands. Meanwhile, Dutch has developed in a full-grown pluricentric language ([@bibr29-0023830919880206]; [@bibr104-0023830919880206]). Flanders also moved from a diglossic to a diaglossic situation ([@bibr3-0023830919880206]). Standardization has been very strong in the field of pronunciation, but it is at the phonetic level that strong divergence has been demonstrated among speakers of the standard variety (Van de Velde, van Hout, & Gerritsen, 1997; [@bibr104-0023830919880206]), but none of them leads to a different phoneme inventory. This is different from the local dialects, which are also phonologically different from standard Dutch (in addition to large lexical, morphological and syntactic differences; see [@bibr95-0023830919880206]). In the Netherlands, the uniform standard variety (of which the existence has been contested) has been replaced by a more variable colloquial standard. In Flanders, a colloquial variety has developed and has become the most frequently used variety in informal domains, at the cost of the local dialects. This colloquial variety is much further removed from the standard register than in the Netherlands, on the phonetic, lexical, morphological and syntactic level ([@bibr29-0023830919880206]).

In this paper we focus on standard Dutch, the supra-regional variety that is spoken in formal situations (see section 3.1 for the data elicitation method). We follow [@bibr92-0023830919880206]: 283) inclusive interpretation of standard Dutch:"\[T\]he type of Dutch that avoids certain marked articulatory, lexical and grammatical structures. It is spoken in situations where people with various backgrounds come together and need to communicate effectively and impartially (shops, schools, in the professional world, and so on). This inclusive type of Standard Dutch contains both regional and non-regional traces but no dialect features, most importantly those that impair comprehension."

The differences between Flemish and Netherlandic Dutch are of the same order as those between American and British English: clear and increasing phonetic differences (speakers are immediately identified as being Dutch or Flemish ([@bibr102-0023830919880206])) and lexical and grammatical differences that tend to become smaller ([@bibr28-0023830919880206]). In both the Netherlands and Flanders, systematic regional differences show up in standard pronunciation, even among professional speakers such as high school teachers of the Dutch language (e.g., [@bibr56-0023830919880206]; [@bibr1-0023830919880206]; [@bibr104-0023830919880206]; [@bibr106-0023830919880206]), and the regional background of speakers is reasonably well recognized by listeners ([@bibr81-0023830919880206]).

2.2 The variables {#section4-0023830919880206}
-----------------

### 2.2.1 Labiodental fricatives: (v) and (f) {#section5-0023830919880206}

Standard Dutch is traditionally described as having a phonological distinction between voiced and voiceless fricatives ([@bibr10-0023830919880206]). The major cue for the voiced/voiceless distinction is the presence or the absence of vocal cord vibration in the fricative ([@bibr90-0023830919880206]; [@bibr99-0023830919880206]). Moreover, voiceless fricatives tend to be longer ([@bibr16-0023830919880206]; [@bibr90-0023830919880206]; [@bibr91-0023830919880206]) and louder ([@bibr55-0023830919880206]) than their voiced counterparts. During the last decades it has been frequently observed that word-initial voiced fricatives in standard Dutch are increasingly produced as voiceless because of a change in voicing, duration and/or intensity ([@bibr12-0023830919880206]; [@bibr15-0023830919880206]; [@bibr17-0023830919880206]; [@bibr37-0023830919880206]; [@bibr38-0023830919880206]; [@bibr39-0023830919880206]; [@bibr40-0023830919880206]; [@bibr55-0023830919880206], [@bibr56-0023830919880206]; [@bibr66-0023830919880206]; [@bibr107-0023830919880206]; [@bibr108-0023830919880206]; [@bibr109-0023830919880206]). They also observed regional differences in the devoicing of voiced fricatives. [@bibr91-0023830919880206] found stronger devoicing in the west of the Netherlands than in the south. [@bibr101-0023830919880206] showed in a real-time study of radio broadcasters that fricative devoicing is a rapidly advancing change in progress in the Netherlands, and found the first signs of fricative devoicing in Flanders. In a follow-up study, these insights were refined by focusing on regional differences within the Netherlands and Flanders and on the implementation of the /v/-/f/ contrast ([@bibr55-0023830919880206], [@bibr56-0023830919880206]). They found that West-Flanders is the most conservative region, showing the highest scores for voicing of /v/, and that the north of the Netherlands is the most advanced with almost complete devoicing. Other regions exhibited intermediate states. In an electrolaryngographic study the devoicing of fricatives in Flanders was confirmed by [@bibr112-0023830919880206]. Remarkably, the devoicing of voiced fricatives in Flanders is still unnoticed by Flemish language users, who consider devoicing of voiced fricatives as typically Netherlandic Dutch. In conclusion, there is large consensus and ample evidence that Dutch labiodental voiced fricatives in onset position are undergoing a sound change. It seems to be resulting in a merger or near-merger ([@bibr59-0023830919880206]). This change shows important regional variation. Overall it can be considered as advanced, but not completed at this moment.

### 2.2.2 Bilabial stops: (b) and (p) {#section6-0023830919880206}

Cross-linguistically, the main acoustic cue to distinguish between voiced and voiceless stops is voice onset time (VOT). Dutch differs from other Germanic languages in the way that the voicing distinction is phonetically implemented. Whereas some other Germanic languages contrast voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated plosives, the contrast in Dutch is made between voiced and voiceless unaspirated plosives. In standard Dutch, voiced plosives are produced with a negative VOT and voiceless plosives are produced with little or no aspiration ([@bibr15-0023830919880206]; [@bibr53-0023830919880206]; [@bibr87-0023830919880206]: 134--135). In a phonetic study of production and perception, [@bibr97-0023830919880206] investigated the voicing distinction in Dutch initial bilabial and alveolar plosives of 10 native speakers of Dutch from the Netherlands. They collected read speech material of monosyllabic Dutch words and showed that speakers generally implemented the contrast in terms of the presence or absence of prevoicing (negative VOT). Perceptually, prevoicing was also the strongest cue that listeners used to classify plosives as voiced or voiceless. Besides prevoicing, a range of secondary cues (e.g., the burst duration, the intensity of the burst) appeared to play some role in the contrast. [@bibr93-0023830919880206] noticed that prevoicing was absent in 25% of the voiced plosives and suggested that this pattern might be explained by sound change, and might be caused by the large influence of English on Dutch. They also noticed that "there was considerable variation between subjects: some speakers produced prevoicing at the beginning of each voiced plosive, while other speakers only did so for some of the items" ([@bibr97-0023830919880206]: 252). [@bibr113-0023830919880206] investigated this phenomenon in the speech of 160 Dutch language teachers, stratified for community (Flanders and the Netherlands) and region (four in each community). In a logatome reading task they found systematic differences between the Flemish and Netherlandic speakers of standard Dutch: devoicing was regularly present in Flanders (in all regions) and only occasionally showed up in the Netherlands. They observed that plosives involved in these devoicing patterns mainly have a shorter duration of prevoicing and a longer duration of the closure. In conclusion, there is acoustic evidence that Dutch initial bilabial stops are sometimes devoiced, especially in Flanders. Therefore, we assume it is an incipient change.

The two variables under investigation show similarities, especially from a phonological point of view. They both concern word-initial consonantal realizations in which a voicing contrast is disappearing. However, these changes seem to be the most advanced in different areas (central and northern part of the Netherlands for fricatives, Flanders for stops), and to be unrelated. There are differences in functional load of these contrasts. Dutch only has a few minimal pairs with initial /v/ and /f/ (approximately 10; see CELEX database ([@bibr4-0023830919880206])) and most of these have a very low frequency in the Dutch language. Dutch bilabial initial stops, in contrast, show many more minimal pairs, which could constitute a blocking or delaying factor for a merger of /b/ and /p/.

2.3 Regions {#section7-0023830919880206}
-----------

Five regions within the Dutch language area were chosen: Groningen (GR), South-Holland (SH), Netherlands Limburg (LI), Flemish-Brabant (FB), and West-Flanders (WF) (see [Figure 1](#fig1-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"}). Each region belongs to one of the five main dialect groups of Dutch ([@bibr95-0023830919880206]: 129--141). Next to covering a broad range of regional variation, this regional approach enables us to reflect different stages of sound change in the two selected variables (see [Table 1](#table1-0023830919880206){ref-type="table"}). The Groningen region (GR) is situated in the north of the Netherlands and is centered around the cities of Groningen and Assen. The region belongs to the Saxonian dialect area. South-Holland (SH) is part of the *Randstad*, the central area in the Netherlands consisting of the urban zone in the western provinces North-Holland, South-Holland, and Utrecht. The chosen region centers around the towns of Leiden and Delft, and belongs to the Hollandic dialect region. Netherlands Limburg (LI) is a geographically peripheral region situated in the south of the Netherlands, stretching from Venlo to Maastricht. It belongs to the Limburgian dialect area. Flemish-Brabant (FB) is the central area in Flanders, having a comparable economic, cultural, and political status in Flanders to South-Holland in the Netherlands. It is situated in the Brabantic dialect area. West-Flanders (WF) is a geographically peripheral region in the western part of Flanders, bordering the North Sea. The chosen area is situated around the towns of Kortrijk and Roeselare, and belongs to the Flemish dialect area.

![Map of the Dutch language area (the Netherlands and Flanders) and of the five selected regions. Each dot represents the origin of one or more participants (*n* = 20 per region).](10.1177_0023830919880206-fig1){#fig1-0023830919880206}

###### 

The five selected regions, their geographical position within the Dutch language area and their phase of the sound change for the two variables under consideration.

![](10.1177_0023830919880206-table1)

  **Regions**            **Sources**                                 **Stage of devoicing /v/**   **Stage of devoicing /b/**
  ---------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------
  Groningen (GR)         peripheral region in the Netherlands (NL)   Almost complete              no?
  South-Holland (SH)     central area in the Netherlands (NL)        Strong                       no?
  Limburg (LI)           peripheral region in the Netherlands (NL)   Moderate                     no?
  Flemish-Brabant (FB)   central area in Belgium (BE)                Weak                         Incipient
  West-Flanders (WF)     peripheral region in Belgium (BE)           Incipient                    Incipient

2.4 Participants {#section8-0023830919880206}
----------------

The participants were 100 native speakers of Dutch born and raised in these five regions (see [Figure 1](#fig1-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"}). Of each region, 10 males and 10 females took part in a series of experiments. The factors *age* and *educational background* were kept constant. The participants were all highly educated young adults aged between 18 and 28 years (mean = 22.03 years). There was no significant difference in age between regions (ANOVA: *df* = 4;95, *F* = 2.161, *p* = .079). All participants were attending or recently graduated from a university or a university of applied science, and none of them had problems with speaking standard Dutch. Their speech produced during the interview sessions all fits the inclusive definition of standard Dutch ([@bibr92-0023830919880206]; see section 2.1). A total of 36% of the participants reported not to have a regional accent when speaking standard Dutch, 64% reported to have a regionally marked accent. There are regional differences (*df* = 4, *χ^2^* = 15.364, *p* = .004): the Flemish and Dutch Limburg speakers report most to have an accent (West-Flanders 15/20, Flemish-Brabant 14/20, Limburg 18/20, South-Holland 8/20, Groningen 9/20). No participant reported having any hearing difficulties. In total, 40 participants reported to speak a local dialect in addition to the standard and colloquial varieties of Dutch. The proportion of local dialect speakers differed between regions (*df* = 4, *χ^2^* = 52.083, *p* \<. 001) and reflected accurately the current dialect use situation in Flanders and in the Netherlands (West-Flanders 16/20, Flemish-Brabant 4/20, Limburg 17/20, South-Holland 0/20, Groningen 3/20) ([@bibr30-0023830919880206]; [@bibr49-0023830919880206]; [@bibr98-0023830919880206]).

Both Study 1 on speech production patterns and Study 2 on speech perception were conducted on this pool of participants.

3 Study 1: Production {#section9-0023830919880206}
=====================

The aim of Study 1 is to investigate the production patterns of the two selected variables in the pool of 100 native speakers.

3.1 Procedure {#section10-0023830919880206}
-------------

Participants conducted five different production tasks: word reading, carrier sentence reading, sentence reading, semi-spontaneous speech, and spontaneous speech. All tasks were designed to elicit the standard variety; they thus did not aim at triggering variables in non-standard or local dialect varieties as is usually the case in sociolinguistic studies of language variation and change (see [@bibr59-0023830919880206]). This approach has proven to be successful in the study of regional variation in standard Dutch spoken in the Netherlands and Flanders ([@bibr1-0023830919880206]; [@bibr55-0023830919880206], [@bibr56-0023830919880206]; [@bibr103-0023830919880206]; [@bibr104-0023830919880206]; [@bibr105-0023830919880206]). The participants knew they participated in a study on standard Dutch and the experiment leader (the first author) consistently spoke standard Dutch with all of them. These tasks differ in the amount of attention paid to speech and were intended to elicit the range of phonetic realizations within the standard variety, not to study stylistic differences within the standard variety. All participants conducted the tasks in the same order.

In the word reading task, each participant read a list of words presented in isolation in a randomized order, including words beginning with labiodental voiced fricatives (*n* = 20) and bilabial voiced stops (*n* = 20) and fillers (*n* = 82). In the carrier sentence reading, Dutch non-words beginning with voiced fricatives and stops were produced in the frame "Ik neem de \_\_\_" \[*I take the* \_\_\_ \] (*n* = 9 per variable). Next, each participant read a set of declarative sentences in which Dutch words starting with voiced fricatives and stops were elicited (*n* = 14 per variable). Semi-spontaneous productions of fricatives and stops were elicited in two pictures-description tasks. The pictures contained a set of objects that the participants were required to name during the description, containing initial fricatives and stops. Spontaneous speech was elicited in an interview carried out by the experiment leader in which participants spoke about some topics related to their daily life. The interview length was approximately 15 minutes. Ten tokens of (v) and of (b) from the semi-spontaneous production task and five tokens of each variable from the semi-spontaneous production task were analyzed, all of them in onset position and preceded by a vowel.

In all five tasks, each participant produced a maximum of 58 (v) tokens and 58 (b) tokens (see [@bibr80-0023830919880206]: 202--208 for a full description of the test materials). All experiments were conducted on a laptop operating with Linux, a Beyerdynamic DT 250 headphone, and an AKG C420 cardioid condenser head-mounted microphone. This equipment was designed for portability, while still providing excellent recordings. Since the same recording and computer equipment was used in the five regions, no apparent difference in the quality of the recorded speech signal and no difference in the subjects' performance related to the testing conditions were observed.

3.2 Phonetic measures {#section11-0023830919880206}
---------------------

All recordings were sampled at 48 kHz, 24 bits. Realizations of target variables are segmented and labeled into phonetic segments. The segmentation was done by the first author.

### 3.2.1 Fricatives {#section12-0023830919880206}

Fricatives were segmented by assessing their center of gravity ([@bibr36-0023830919880206]; [@bibr50-0023830919880206]; [@bibr111-0023830919880206]), following the segmentation protocol for Dutch ([@bibr110-0023830919880206]). The center of gravity (CoG) was calculated in the domain of 0 to 16,000 Hz and the signal was not pre-emphasized prior to weighting. CoG values are characteristically high for fricatives, low for vowels. Since fricatives are characterized by the presence of noise, the onset of fricatives can be determined by the start of noise (rising CoG values) and the offset of fricatives by the end of the noise (falling CoG values). CoG values were determined for all fricatives. Subsequently, onset boundaries were placed manually where the rising slope in CoG started and the offset boundaries where the falling slope in CoG ended. Voiced fricatives usually show a lower CoG than their voiceless counterparts, since they often have a lower intensity. Despite this difference, boundaries of voiced fricatives were easily detectable with CoG patterns.

Following [@bibr55-0023830919880206], voicing was calculated by measuring the fundamental frequency (F0) (in Hertz) with intervals of 10ms in the segment. The presence of voicing was assessed between 50 and 400 Hz. The number of measurements with presence of F0 was divided by the total number of measurements and multiplied by 100. This resulted in a relative voicing score, indicating the proportion of each fricative segment as voiced. It ranges from 0 (no voicing throughout the fricative) to 100 (voicing throughout the entire fricative).

### 3.2.2 Stops {#section13-0023830919880206}

Stops were segmented by defining their onset and their offset. The criterion for indicating the onset of the stop is the point where the second formant (F2) disappears, which is equivalent to the offset of the preceding vowel ([@bibr14-0023830919880206]). The criterion for indicating the offset of the stop is the F2 onset of the next segment, following [@bibr89-0023830919880206]: 117). The stop onset, offset, and release burst were determined by visual analysis of the spectrographic display and waveforms. There were cases where vocal pulsing dropped before the release or cases where vocal pulsing ceases in the middle of the prevoiced part and started again before the burst (see [@bibr80-0023830919880206] for more details). [@bibr21-0023830919880206] reported this phenomenon in which the cessation of phonation leads to a short period of voicelessness in the prevoicing. Consequently, VOT turned out to be an unreliable measure for voiced stops in this study. This issue led, following [@bibr113-0023830919880206], to the introduction of a measure for stops that can capture the gradience of the devoicing phenomenon: voicing. Voicing was measured in stops in the same way as in fricatives, allowing a direct comparison between both variables. Fundamental frequencies (F0) were assessed between 50 and 400 Hz with intervals of 10ms between the onset and offset of the stops. The number of measurements with presence of vocal pulsing was divided by the total number of measurements and multiplied by 100, resulting in a relative voicing index, ranging between 0 (no voicing throughout the stop) and 100 (voicing throughout the whole stop).

3.3 Results {#section14-0023830919880206}
-----------

All observations greater than four standard deviations from the mean of the measurements were removed. This conservative procedure managed to remove extremely deviant observations, errors in measurements and mistakes participants made. In total, 5470 voiced fricative and 5576 voiced stop tokens were analyzed as described above. [Figure 2](#fig2-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"} presents boxplots of the results calculated over subject means for each region (for all tasks): (v) voicing measures in the left panel and (b) voicing measures in the right panel.

![Boxplot of the voicing (in %) per speaker (*N* = 100) of the voiced fricative (in the left panel, *n* = 5470) and voiced stop realizations (in the right panel, *n* = 5576), split up by region.](10.1177_0023830919880206-fig2){#fig2-0023830919880206}

### 3.3.1 Fricatives {#section15-0023830919880206}

Voicing measurements in (v) show clear regional differences that are in line with the patterns described in previous studies ([@bibr55-0023830919880206], [@bibr56-0023830919880206]; [@bibr91-0023830919880206]; [@bibr100-0023830919880206]) (See [Table 1](#table1-0023830919880206){ref-type="table"}). West-Flemish participants produce (v) with the most voicing, participants from Groningen with the least voicing, and the participants from the other regions have an intermediate position between these extremes. The data are fitted with a mixed-effects linear regression with region as fixed factor; speakers and words as random intercepts and region by words as a random slope. In West-Flanders (the reference level) (v) is most voiced (estimated mean = 65.15%, *t* = 10.268), which does not significantly differ from Flemish-Brabant (estimated mean = 53.53%, *t* = -1.574). Realizations from Limburg (estimated mean = 46.46%, *t* = -2.141), South-Holland (estimated mean = 33.93%, *t* = -5.353) and Groningen (estimated mean = 25.32%, *t* = -5.026) all significantly differ from realizations in West-Flanders. All pairwise comparisons, except West-Flanders/Flemish-Brabant and Flemish-Brabant/Limburg, are significant.

### 3.3.2 Stops {#section16-0023830919880206}

Voicing measurements in voiced stops turn out to be consistent across regions. Realizations of (b) are on average highly voiced (around 75--80%). The results are fitted with mixed-effects linear regression with region as fixed factor, speakers and words as random intercepts and region by words as a random slope. The mean voicing for (b) does not show any effect of region: West-Flemish (b) is taken as the reference level (estimated mean = 76.03%, *t* = 17.907), which does not significantly differ from (b) in Flemish-Brabant (estimated mean = 74.633%, *t* = -0.316), Limburg (estimated mean = 80.18%, *t* = 0.886), South-Holland (estimated mean = 73.476%, *t* = -0.488) and Groningen (b) (estimated mean = 79.61%, *t* = 0.818). None of the pairwise comparisons are significant. However, in different regions there are some individuals with clear devoiced realizations of (b). The individual production patterns are linked with the individual perception patterns in section 5 of this paper.

In conclusion, we conducted in Study 1 five different production tasks designed to elicit realizations labiodental fricatives and bilabial stops in the standard variety. We found clear regional differences in production of the fricative contrast, which are in line with previous research on this sound change in progress (see section 2.3.). The production patterns of bilabial stops did not show any region effects; devoicing can only be seen at the individual level.

4 Study 2: Perception {#section17-0023830919880206}
=====================

The aim of Study 2 is to investigate the perceptual patterns of the two selected variables in the pool of 100 native participants. An analysis of the regional differences in the perception of fricatives was previously reported in [@bibr82-0023830919880206].

4.1 Stimuli {#section18-0023830919880206}
-----------

The fricative and stop stimuli used in Study 2 are described here.

### 4.1.1 Fricatives {#section19-0023830919880206}

A speech continuum between /v/ and /f/ was generated by manipulating the proportion of voicing. Fricatives were presented in a CV syllable. As /i/ is the vowel showing the least regional variation in standard Dutch ([@bibr105-0023830919880206]: 159), it was chosen to avoid a bias caused by regional differences in the perception of the vowel. Naturally produced syllables /vi/ and /fi/ produced by a male native speaker of Dutch (25 years old, from the South-Holland region, trained phonetician) were digitally recorded with a sample frequency of 44.1 kHz in a sound-attenuated cabin. The fricatives of the source recordings were extracted from their original context and used as the extremes of the continuum along the voicing dimension. The nine steps along the first dimension were generated by spectral linear interpolation, using the PSOLA (Pitch-Synchronous-Linear-Overlap-and-Add) algorithm of Praat (based on the script of [@bibr67-0023830919880206]; [@bibr9-0023830919880206]). Besides the two extremes of the continuum with respectively 0% and 100% voicing, the interpolation provided seven realizations characterized by approximately 12.5%, 25%, 37.5%, 50%, 62.5%, 75%, and 87.5% voicing. The nine steps of the continuum were originally also manipulated for duration, but the effect of duration did not turn out to be significant (see [@bibr80-0023830919880206]; [@bibr82-0023830919880206]) and will not be discussed in this paper. The syllable stimuli were obtained by concatenating the /v/-/f/ realizations with the \[i\] produced in the original /vi/ context. The vowel had a constant duration of 110ms and its pitch contour was manipulated through the PSOLA pitch manipulation and LPC resynthesis functions of Praat. In the vowel transition, the pitch contour was flattened to 135 Hz. In order to produce a falling contour, the pitch contour was gradually reduced to 120 Hz from 60ms after the start of the vowel until its endpoint.

### 4.1.2 Stops {#section20-0023830919880206}

A speech continuum between /b/ and /p/ was generated by manipulating VOT. The manipulation provided nine intermediate realizations characterized by a VOT of -90ms, -74ms, -58ms, -42ms, -26ms, -10ms, 6ms, 22ms, and 38ms. These duration endpoints correspond to the average VOTs reported by [@bibr93-0023830919880206]. To manipulate VOT, parts of the prevoicing were gradually removed from the original voiced stop realizations in order to shorten the negative VOT. For the steps with positive VOT, parts of the burst from the voiceless stops were added resulting in extended positive VOT. The nine steps of the continuum were originally also manipulated for duration, but the effect of duration did not turn out to be significant (see [@bibr80-0023830919880206]; [@bibr82-0023830919880206]) and will not be discussed in this paper. It will therefore be left out of consideration here. The same PSOLA pitch manipulation as for fricatives was applied. Stops were presented in a CV syllable (with /i/).

4.2 Procedure {#section21-0023830919880206}
-------------

Participants took part in two speeded forced-choice identification tasks: one with fricative stimuli and one with stop stimuli. They listened in a sound-attenuated booth to the stimuli through a headphone Beyerdynamic DT 250. They were asked to categorize the realizations as being /f/ or /v/ (or /p/-/b/) sound by pressing the red or blue button of a button box labeled with the corresponding sounds. The order of presentation of the consonants on the button box was balanced between participants. The task was self-paced. Reaction time (RT) was recorded from the beginning of the stimuli. Participants had a time window of 800ms after the end of the stimulus to give their response. A response given after this time window was discarded to avoid responses resulting from second guesses. Twelve stimuli were presented in the practice session to familiarize the participant with the task. The task consisted of five blocks of 81 trials each (9\*9) in which the stimuli were presented randomly (i.e., 405 trials per participant). Trials with response times shorter than the duration of the consonants were excluded from the analysis, as these responses were given before the participant could hear the entire first segment. The binary responses obtained in this speeded forced-choice identification tasks were analysed using logistic regressions, with the identification as /v/ (or /b/) as the dependent variable. In logistic regressions the probability of x (P(*x*)) − in this case the probability of a /v/ or /b/ response − is predicted by the following equation:

$$P\left( x \right)\  = e\left( {\beta_{0} + \beta_{1}x} \right)/\ \left( {1\  + e\left( {\beta_{0} + \beta_{1}x} \right)} \right)$$

*β~0~* is the estimate of the intercept and *β~1~* is the estimate of the slope of the logistic regression line. The higher the absolute value of *β~1~*, the steeper the slope of the regression line. In order to obtain in the logistic regressions parameters that are easily interpretable, the continuum steps were centralized with steps ranging from -4 to 4. Logistic regressions provide identification curves that are defined by the slopes, which indicate how categorical the binary judgment is (the steeper the curve, the more categorical the judgment), and the cut-off point between the voiced and voiceless categories: i.e., the point where the probability P(x) is equal to .5). The cut-off point between the voiced and voiceless categories can be calculated on the basis of these two estimates with the following formula ([@bibr54-0023830919880206]):

$${Cut} - {off}\ {point}\  = \  - \beta_{0}/\beta_{1}$$

4.3 Results {#section22-0023830919880206}
-----------

Excluded data (too short latency) and missing values (too long latency) represent 6.97% of the fricatives data and 4.21% of the stops data. In total, 37,678 valid fricative observations and 38,803 valid stop observations were used for the quantitative analysis. The results for both fricatives and stops are shown in [Figure 3](#fig3-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"}.

![Results of the identification task along the voicing/VOT dimension, split up by region. The results for fricatives are presented in the upper panel and for stops in the lower panel. The centralized nine-steps continuum is presented on the x-axis. The leftmost part (negative values) refers to the most voiced realizations and the rightmost part (positive values) refers to the voiceless realizations. The proportion of voiced (/v/ or /b/) responses is presented on the y-axis. Error bars represent ±1 standard error.](10.1177_0023830919880206-fig3){#fig3-0023830919880206}

### 4.3.1 Fricatives {#section23-0023830919880206}

A mixed model logistic regression with region and voicing steps along the continuum as fixed factors, listeners and trials as random intercepts and voicing steps by listener as random slopes was fitted to the binary response data. The model---which corroborates the analyses provided in [@bibr82-0023830919880206]---shows that there is a significant effect of voicing steps. This slope is negative (β = -1.055, *p* \< .001): the more to the left (the more voicing in the acoustic signal), the more /v/ responses. The Flemish regions West-Flanders and Flemish-Brabant have the steepest slope along the voicing dimension (respectively β = -1.095 and β = -0.956). The Dutch regions: Limburg (β = -0.835), South-Holland (β = -0.761) and Groningen (β = -0.672) have less steep slopes than the Flemish regions. West-Flemish listeners almost categorically respond /v/ in the first three steps of the continuum (-4 to -2), while participants from other regions on average start lower and gradually decrease along the continuum. The 0.5 cut-off point was calculated, following [@bibr54-0023830919880206], as the median (i.e., the point where the probability P(x) is equal to .5). In all regions, the cut-off point was situated to the right of our continuum (between centralized step +1 and +2), but does not significantly differ across regions (ANOVA: *F* \< 1).

### 4.3.2 Stops {#section24-0023830919880206}

The perception of bilabial stops is highly categorical, since most stimuli on the continuum were clearly identified either as /b/ or /p/. Only for steps +0, +1 and +2, the decisions were more variable and the cut-off point between the categories lies around step +1. The mixed model logistic regression with region and VOT steps along the continuum as fixed factors, listeners and trials as random intercepts, and voicing steps by listener and region by trial as random slopes shows that participants from the five regions have a highly similar perception of the /b/-/p/ contrast. There is a significant effect of VOT steps: the slope is negative (β = -1.420, *p* \< .001), indicating that the more to the left (the more negative the VOT), the more /b/ responses are given. There is, however, no significant difference between regions (all *z* values \< 1). In conclusion, participants from all regions show highly similar perceptual patterns along the VOT dimension.

In conclusion, we conducted in Study 2 two speeded forced-choice identification tasks (one with labiodental fricative stimuli and one with bilabial stop stimuli) to test the perception of these contrasts. We found at the group level that regional differences occur in the speech perception of labiodental fricatives in the Dutch language. These regional differences relate to the perception slopes and not to the cut-off point between categories. For bilabial stops however, we did not find any regional differences in the perception of the /p/-/b/ contrast.

5 Link between variation in production and perception {#section25-0023830919880206}
=====================================================

In order to obtain insight into the relationship between perception and production at the individual level, the production measures from Study 1 and the perception measures from Study 2 are now combined.

5.1 Relationship between individuals {#section26-0023830919880206}
------------------------------------

The production measure from Study 1 (i.e., the voicing of (v) and (b), ranging between 0 and 100 %) turned out to capture the phases of sound change in production (see [Figure 2](#fig2-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"}). The perception measure from Study 2 (i.e., the slope of categorical perception) was measured as the slope of the logistic regression curves obtained in the identification experiment (see [Figure 3](#fig3-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"}). The perception slope was calculated for each individual listener in a separate logistic regression model with voicing steps along the continuum as fixed factor and trials as random intercept. The slopes obtained in this manner correlated strongly with the slope measures obtained from the random effect structure of the model presented in section 4.3 (*r* = .95, *p* \< .001). The individual perception slopes ranged between 0 (no categorical perception at all) and 3.083 (strong categorical perception).

In [Figure 4](#fig4-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"}, the individual measures of speech production and perception are correlated. The x-axis shows the voicing of the voiced category (in %). The axis has been flipped around to represent the course of sound change: from 100% (beginning of the sound change) to 0% (end of the sound change). The y-axis shows the individual slope of the perception curve. Plusses represent individual results for bilabial stops and dots for labiodental fricatives. There are four fitted lines: the dashed line shows the (hypothetical) case of a perfect correlation between production and perception, the lower thin line represents the fricatives, the upper thin line the stops, and the thick solid line all data.

![Scatterplot of the slope of the individual perception curves (y-axis) and the voicing of the voiced category (x-axis, range: 100 (fully voiced, no change yet) to 0 (fully voiceless, complete change)), split up by variable (dots for labiodental fricatives and plusses for bilabial stops). The thick solid line represents the fitted line to all data. The two thin solid lines represent the fitted lines to the data for fricatives (lower thin line) and stops (upper thin line) separately. The dashed line represents the hypothetical fitted line in case of a perfect correlation between production and perception.](10.1177_0023830919880206-fig4){#fig4-0023830919880206}

The following can be observed in [Figure 4](#fig4-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"}. First, the slope in perception shows a relationship with the voicing of the voiced category in production. The slope in perception decreases in a linear manner as the change is proceeding and the voiced category is devoicing (thick solid line). The slope in perception is moderately predicted by the voicing of the voiced category in a mixed-effects linear regression (with voicing, variable, and their interaction as fixed factors; speakers as random intercept (*t* = 2.096, Marginal r^2^~GLMM~ = .321, Conditional r^2^ ~GLMM~ = .425); see [@bibr69-0023830919880206] for more explanation on the calculation of r^2^ for mixed-effects regressions). The more advanced the change, the lower the perception slope, thus the less categorical the perception. The pattern is present for both fricatives (lower thin line) and stops (upper thin line). This relationship constitutes evidence for a link between speech production and speech perception.

Second, the range of perception slopes (visualized on the vertical axis of [Figure 4](#fig4-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"}) in stops (plusses) is larger than in fricatives (dots). Larger variation in perception is expected at the beginning of a sound change. Near the completion of sound change in progress, it appears that the values of perception slopes are in most cases not reaching 0. So, there is still some form of categorical perception in most individuals who are advanced in the merging process in production. Listeners who merge /v/ and /f/ mostly in production are still able to distinguish /v/ and /f/, as can be seen in the right part of [Figure 4](#fig4-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"} and in the fact that the fitted line for fricatives does not decrease steeply.

Finally, we want to draw the attention to the dashed line representing the relationship between perception and production measures in the case of a simultaneous change of production and perception. This equation line has a zero y-intercept (i.e., 0% of voicing in production and no perception slope reflect the typical end stadium of this particular change) and crosses the y-axis at a slope of value of 3.083 (i.e., the slope value for the most categorical individual perception in our data). This dashed line is based on the assumption that a 3.083 slope value corresponds to maximally categorical perception, but this slope value just happens to be the steepest slope in this sample. We are aware that the upper limit of categorical perception in a larger/different sample might have been higher. This analysis however allows a conservative comparability between perception and production at the individual level, as it will be developed in the next section.

5.2 Relationship within individuals {#section27-0023830919880206}
-----------------------------------

The current analysis focuses on the relationship between speech production and speech perception at the individual level. In the previous section, we investigated this relationship between individuals. In this section however, we investigate the relationship production-perception within individuals. Therefore, a measure derived from the previous measures presented in section 5.1. was computed for each individual: the difference production-perception (diffPP). It is calculated as follows:

$$\begin{array}{l}
{{diffPP}\  = \ {difference}\ {in}\ {voicing}\ {between}\ {categories}\  - \ } \\
{{slope}\ {in}\ {perception}\ *\ 32.436} \\
\end{array}$$

As the most categorical slope in the sample had a value of 3.083, the perception slopes are multiplied by 32.436 (100/3.083), to obtain a maximal perception score of 100 (maximally categorical). The diffPP per individual is computed as the difference between---on the one hand---the difference in voicing between the voiced and voiceless categories in production and---on the other hand---the perception score. The calculation of the diffPP departs from the underlying assumption that both production and perception can be measured on the same scale, namely ranging from 0 (no difference in production between the two categories and perception of one category only) to 100 (maximum possible difference in production between the two categories and maximally categorical perception). The diffPP constitutes a measure of the relationship between an individual's state of speech production and speech perception. It is the distance between individual observations and the regression line of a hypothetical simultaneous change plotted as a dashed line in [Figure 4](#fig4-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"}. If the measure is positive, an individual's production score is higher than the perception score and the change is less advanced in production than in perception. If the measure equals 0, the individual's production and perception are equally advanced in the process of change. If the measure is negative, the individual perception score is higher than the production score and the change is less advanced in perception than in production.

In [Figure 5](#fig5-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"}, diffPP (y-axis) is plotted against the voicing of the voiced category (x-axis, range: 100 (fully voiced, no change yet) to 0 (fully voiceless, complete change). The data are split up by variable (dots for labiodental fricatives and plusses for bilabial stops). There are three fitted lines: the thick solid represents all data, the lower thin line the fricatives and the upper thin line the stops.

![Scatterplot of the production-perception difference (diffPP), as a function of the voicing of the voiced category (ranged from 100 (no change yet) to 0 (fully completed devoicing category)), split up by variable (dots for labiodental fricatives and plusses for bilabial stops). The thick solid line represents the fitted line to all data. The two thin solid lines represent the fitted lines to the data of the fricatives (lower thin line) and the stops (upper thin line) separately.](10.1177_0023830919880206-fig5){#fig5-0023830919880206}

At the beginning of the change, most participants show a positive diffPP, indicating that the change is more advanced in their perception than in their production. However, some participants show---already at the beginning of the change---a slightly negative diffPP, indicating that the change is a bit more advanced in their production than in their perception (i.e., observations in the lower left quarter in [Figure 5](#fig5-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"}). At around 50% of voicing (individuals half-way the change in production), the diffPP often equals 0 with individual production and perception approximately at the same stage of advancement. Towards the end of the sound change, the diffPP is mostly negative, indicating that the change is more advanced in production than in perception. The variation in stops is larger than in fricatives, which is consistent with the fact that stop devoicing is still an incipient change. This relationship is tested with a linear regression analysis.

The diffPP is significantly predicted by the voicing of the voicing category in a mixed-effects linear regression (with voicing, variable, and their interaction as fixed factors; speakers as random intercept (*t* = 5.295, Marginal r^2^~GLMM~ = .461, Conditional r^2^~GLMM~ = .582); see [@bibr69-0023830919880206] for more explanation on the calculation of r^2^ for mixed-effects regressions). The fact that this relationship is statistically significant is not directly informative, since the computation of the diffPP is partly based on the voicing of the voiced category. However, the fact that this relationship is negative is of particular interest for the order of change in production and perception systems. Indeed, if change in production and perception were to happen simultaneously, participants would have a diffPP around 0 all the way through the change, which is definitely not the case here. If change in perception would be completed before change in production, the fitted slope would be positive instead of negative. However, the slope is negative. When a change is nearing completion, individual diffPP values are below 0, indicating that production is further advanced than perception: the voiced category is reaching complete devoicing, whereas in perception voiced and voiceless categories are still distinguished. Hence it constitutes evidence that in the earlier stages perception changes before production, but that towards the end of the sound change perception lags behind.

It should be noted that this analysis within individuals is based on the assumption that one of the participants exhibited maximally categorical perception. As explained in section 5.1, participants of a larger/different sample might have exhibited an even stronger categorical perception. This argument does not undermine our conclusions, since the patterns described here would be even stronger with a higher maximal categorical perception (i.e., perception would be even more advanced than production at the beginning of the change, and production would be even more advanced than perception at the end of the change). The current analysis thus constitutes a rather conservative way to compare perception and production.

6 Discussion {#section28-0023830919880206}
============

The two studies were designed to investigate how patterns of variation and change in speech production relate to speech perception, and whether change in speech perception precedes or follows change in speech production. The analyses were based on the analysis of two changes, one nearly completed and the other incipient. The juxtaposition of these two consonantal changes in progress allows one to obtain insights into the whole process of sound change. The results of these two studies provide three types of evidence in favor of a link between speech perception and speech production in the context of sound change: (a) an analysis at the regional level, (b) an analysis between individuals, and (c) an analysis within individuals.

First, it was shown at the group level that regional differences occur in the speech perception of labiodental fricatives in the Dutch language (see section 4). These regional differences relate to the perception slopes and not to the cut-off point between categories. This means that there was no difference with respect to the category boundary, but only with respect to the degree of categoricalness in the identification. Crucially, the differences in perception between regions match production patterns reported in section 3 and in previous studies ([@bibr55-0023830919880206]; [@bibr56-0023830919880206]; [@bibr97-0023830919880206]; [@bibr100-0023830919880206]; [@bibr113-0023830919880206]). The less devoicing in speech production in a region, the more categorical the stimuli are perceived by participants from this region. These results at the group level confirmed for consonants what [@bibr24-0023830919880206] and [@bibr54-0023830919880206] found for vowels.

Second, the correlation between speech perception and speech production at the individual level turned out to be moderate (Marginal r^2^~GLMM~ = .321, Conditional r^2^ ~GLMM~ = .425). Because of the type of regression, the strength of the relationship between production and perception in our study is difficult to compare with previous studies. To recall, [@bibr72-0023830919880206] found significant correlations between listeners' perceptual prototypes and their average VOTs for English stop consonants (*r* = .49, *p* = .05). [@bibr7-0023830919880206] found a weak correlation (*r* = .27, *p* = .01) between production and perception.

Third, the analysis within individuals suggests that most individuals who start to participate in a sound change, change their perceptual patterns first. These perceptual adjustments are then followed by changes in their speech production patterns. Once the devoicing is launched in production, the endpoint appears to be the merger of the voiced and voiceless category. However, it is shown that perception is not as close to this endpoint than production: perception lags behind in the final phases of sound change. Participants are still able to hear some categorical contrast in a variable for which they do not make the contrast in production themselves. The fact that the sound change seems to be triggered by a change in perception first, which is followed by a change in production, is easily conceivable. As the ambient forms reach the listeners through the perceptual system, it seems logic that a change happens first in this system. At the same time, it is plausible that change in perception does not reach an end stage as easily as change in production. Indeed, listeners still (need to) maintain some perceptual contrast caused by and to cope with speech input they receive from speakers from outside their region or from other age groups (in which the contrast is still present) in both mass media and personal communication. It should be noted that the Dutch language area is only about 55,000 km^2^, that the area is densely populated, and that mobility is high. Moreover, the fact that the Dutch society has a high degree of literacy and exposure to written media (the voicing differences are present in orthography) presumably contributes to a remaining awareness of these variables.

Even if the two sound changes in this study are very similar types of change, it is legitimate to ask whether their intrinsic differences do not bias the results. As far as speech perception is concerned, it has for example been proposed that the perception of stops is intrinsically more categorical than the perception of fricatives ([@bibr45-0023830919880206]; [@bibr61-0023830919880206]). In the literature, evidence is conflicting. Although it is generally accepted that overall the perception of consonants is more categorical than the perception of vowels ([@bibr26-0023830919880206]; [@bibr84-0023830919880206]; [@bibr86-0023830919880206]), there is some disagreement over the degree of categorical perception within consonants. [@bibr85-0023830919880206] showed that fricatives follow patterns similar to the categorical perception found in stop consonants. In contrast, other studies found that fricative perception is less categorical than stop perception ([@bibr45-0023830919880206]; [@bibr61-0023830919880206]). Looking at the current perception study (in section 4), it is clear that the perception of stops shows broader variation than the perception of fricatives. Moreover, the conclusions reached in section 5 still hold when the stop data are left out of consideration. The negative correlations in both [Figure 4](#fig4-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5](#fig5-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"} are also significant on the fricative data only (Linear Regression in [Figure 4](#fig4-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"} for fricative observations only: *t* = 3.036, *p* = .003, *r*^2^ = .086; and Linear Regression in [Figure 5](#fig5-0023830919880206){ref-type="fig"} for fricative observations only: *t* = 13.090, *p* \< .001, *r*^2^ = .636). Based on these arguments, it is concluded that intrinsic differences in the perception of stops and fricatives (if they exist) do not undermine our conclusions. As far as speech production is concerned, there also might be intrinsic differences between the process of devoicing in stops and in fricatives. Fricative devoicing might be more likely to occur due to the difficulty to maintain voicing in turbulent sounds (i.e., to overcome the conflict between high supralaryngal air pressure needed for fricative versus lower supralaryngal air pressure that is necessary to preserve vocal fold vibration). Moreover, the functional load of the fricative and stop contrasts is not identical: there are only a few minimal pairs with initial /v/ and /f/, whereas bilabial initial stops show many more minimal pairs, which could constitute a blocking or delaying factor for the devoicing of /b/.

It should also be noted that the measure of relationship between individual's production and perception (diffPP) constitutes indirect evidence for the order in which perception and production are changing within an individual: it gives a state of the relationship at one specific point in time. Only a longitudinal study of individuals' production-perception link would provide direct evidence. Nevertheless, this measure showed that change in perception seems to precede change in production and that perception lags behind at the end of the sound change. These data support the view of [@bibr41-0023830919880206] that there is not always a uniform relationship between the phonological system and phonetic output for all members of the same speech community. Instead, phonological categories are likely to be related to the differences in individual production.

Finally, it is necessary to raise the question whether the second variable in the study, the devoicing of bilabial stops, is really a sound change in progress. The devoicing of bilabial stops was chosen to represent an incipient change in the Dutch language. Based on the results of the study of [@bibr113-0023830919880206] differences between Flemish and Netherlandic speakers of Dutch in the realization of stops were expected. However, in this study, individual speakers with devoiced stops showed up in all regions and there was no sign of rapid rise in one of the regions. Therefore, it is not clear (yet) whether the devoicing of stops is a sound change in an incipient stage or an idiosyncratic, stable variation pattern, but this does not undermine our interpretation. In the framework of language variation and change, [@bibr13-0023830919880206]: 361) has distinguished three phases in the process of the spread of language change: initial stasis, rapid rise and tailing off. Every change starts with a period of initial stability, and the exact turning point between initial stasis and acceleration is not only difficult to determine, but also appears to be different for every change. This view is also at the core of Ohala's work: changes are drawn from the pool of existing variation when some formerly stable variant takes on social meaning ([@bibr74-0023830919880206]). As a result, it is impossible to predict whether a turning point will appear for Dutch stops and what its exact timing will be. Only the future will tell whether and when stop devoicing in Dutch will continue.

The results of this study clearly showed that the relation between perceived and produced speech at the level of the individual is a central issue for the study of the phonetic basis of sound change. The fact that speech perception seemed to be ahead of production in the beginning of the change relates to approaches of sound change in which it is claimed that variants that are somehow salient in perception will be subsequently realized in the speaker's own productions ([@bibr6-0023830919880206]; [@bibr41-0023830919880206]; [@bibr65-0023830919880206]; [@bibr74-0023830919880206]). These initial phases in the sound change can also be linked to the concept of *near-merger* as defined by [@bibr59-0023830919880206] and [@bibr60-0023830919880206] where a speaker consistently makes a small articulatory difference between two categories, but cannot distinguish these perceptually.

7 Conclusion {#section29-0023830919880206}
============

Although different views exist on the relation between the processes of perception and production, there is still not a great deal of direct, empirical evidence bearing on the existence of a production-perception link. For the most part, speech perception and speech production have been investigated independently. This paper breaks with this research practice and reports on two studies conducted on the same pool of 100 participants stratified for region, where the question of the existence of a production-perception link is tackled in the context of sound change. The juxtaposition of two consonantal changes in progress allows us to obtain insights into the whole process of sound change (from it earliest beginning to the end point) and points to effects related to different phases of the process. The analyses of variation in both production (Study 1) and perception (Study 2) on the regional and individual level show that there is a clear relationship between production and perception in sound change. Moreover, it is shown that changes in speech perception precede changes in production at the beginning of sound change, but that speech perception lags behind speech production when the sound change is reaching completion.
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